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Doing things with language

Who is left of  
the truck? Go up, then go left.

✔

A man with a 
white shirt and 

black pants.
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The hooded oriole  
is a large bird with  

black wings.
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Doing things with language

Go up, then go left.

The hooded oriole  
is a large bird with  

black wings.

✔

A man with a 
white shirt and 

black pants.
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Who is left of  
the truck?



Words and primitives

left

color black white
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Syntax and composition
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[Who is [left of the truck]]]?

[Turn [left] [at the black hallway]].

[Does the [blue cylinder] have the [same 
material as the [big block [on the right 

side of [the red metallic thing]]]]]?

black left turn

left who

blue cylinder …

truck



Learning reusable abstractions
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black left turn

man left color

blue cylinder …



LANGUAGE & REASONING

What does the truck 
on the left sell?

ice cream



LANGUAGE & LEARNING

Go up, then go left.



LANGUAGE & BELIEF

large bird, 

black wings



A et al. Neural Module Networks. CVPR 16. 
A et al. Learning to Compose Neural Networks for Question Answering. NAACL 16. 
Hu, Rohrbach, A et al. Modeling Relationships in Referential Expressions […]. CVPR 17. 
Hu, A et al. Learning to Reason: End-to-End Module Networks […]. ICCV 17.

LANGUAGE & REASONING 
 LEARNING 
 BELIEF



Answering questions
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yellowWhat color is 
the necktie?



Answering questions
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name type coastal

Columbia city no

Cooper river yes

Charleston city yes

Cooper
What rivers  
are in South 

Carolina?



Answering questions
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What rivers are in 
South Carolina? name type coastal

Columbia city no

Cooper river yes

Charleston city yesλx. river(x) 
∧ in(x, SC)
λx. river(x) 
∧ in(x, SC)

prolog

[Tang & Mooney 01, Artzi & Zettlemoyer 13]

Cooper



Answering questions
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???
λx.∃y.  

color-of(x, y) 
∧ necktie(y)

What color is 
the necktie?

yellow



Answering questions
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What color is 
the necktie?

yellow



Answering questions
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λx.∃y.  
color-of(x, y) 
∧ necktie(y)

What color is 
the necktie?

yellow



Neural module networks
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Is there a red shape  
above a circle?

yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above



Neural module networks
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Is there a red shape  
above a circle?

yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above



Neural module networks
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Is there a red shape  
above a circle?

yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above

yes



Perceptual primitives
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What color is the necktie?



Perceptual primitives
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Is there a red shape above a circle?



Perceptual primitives
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Is there a red shape above a circle?



Perceptual primitives
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Is there a red shape above a circle?



Perceptual primitives
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Is there a red shape above a circle?



Perceptual primitives
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Is there a red shape above a circle?



Perceptual primitives
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Is there a red shape above a circle?



Meanings are computations
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exists

and

red above

circle

Is there a red shape above a circle?

[Montague 70]



Meanings are computations
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exists

and

red above

circle

yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above

[e.g. Liang et al. 11]



Learning compositional operators
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exists

and

red above

circle

shapes.where(_.color	==	“red”)

d	=>	d.nonEmpty	?	true	:	false

d	=>	d.map(_.neighborAbove)
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exists

and

red above

circle

0.0 0.9 1.0

yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above

[Beltagy et al. 13, Lewis & Steedman 13,  
 Malinowski & Fritz 14]

Learning compositional operators
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exists

and

red above

circle

yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above

[Bottou et al. 97, Socher et al. 2011]

Learning compositional operators

yes
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yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above
red above

circle

exists

and

Composing neural networks
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yes↦
↦

↦
above

circle

exists

and

red

exists

above

Composing neural networks

red
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yes↦
↦

↦

Composing neural networks
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yes↦
↦

↦

red

exists

above

red above

circle

exists

and

Composing neural networks



Anatomy of a module: Types
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Anatomy of a module: Types
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above

(entities)

(entities)



Anatomy of a module: Types

41

circle

(entities)

()



Anatomy of a module: Types
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red

color

(entities)

(labels)



Anatomy of a module: Parameters
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true

any



Anatomy of a module
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tie city

name type coastal

Columbia city no

Cooper river yes

Myrtle 
Beach city yes

Columbia

Cooper

Myrtle	Beach

0.9

0.8

0.1



Simple predicates
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Columbia0.9

red



Simple predicates
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red

red



red

Simple predicates
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0.9

red



red

Simple predicates
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0.9

red



red

Simple predicates
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0.1

red



Learning 50

Is there a red shape above a circle? What color is the shape right of a circle?

yes blue

red above

circle

exists

and
color

right

circle



Learning

Is there a red shape above a circle? What color is the shape right of a circle?

yes blue
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Parameter tying

Is there a red shape above a circle? What color is the shape right of a circle?

yes blue

circle
circle

52



Parameter tying

Is there a red shape above a circle? What color is the shape right of a circle?

yes blue

circle
circle

53



EXTREME parameter tying
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blue above

circle

exists

and
color

right

circle
blueabove

square

exists

and

right

shape

right

square



EXTREME parameter tying
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blue above

circle

exists

and
color

right

circle
blueabove

square

exists

and

right

shape

right

square

Σ p(							|																	;	W)yes ,
W

arg	max



Learning with fixed layouts is easy!
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Module specialization is driven entirely by context!

truecircle above any



circle above any

Learning with fixed layouts is easy!
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Module specialization is driven entirely by context!

true



5858

Where do network structures come from?

Is there any red shape above a circle?



5959

Where do network structures come from?

SQ

NP NPis

there

any red shape

NP PP

above

a circle

NP

Is there any red shape above a circle?
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Where do network structures come from?

SQ

NP NPis

there

any red shape

NP PP

above

a circle

NP

Is there any red shape above a circle?
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Where do network structures come from?

SQ

NP NPis

there

any red shape

NP PP

above

a circle

NP

Is there any red shape above a circle?
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Where do network structures come from?

SQ

NP NPis

there

any red shape

NP PP

above

a circle

NP

Is there any red shape above a circle?



Is there any red shape above a circle?

6363

Where do network structures come from?

SQ

NP NPis

there

any red shape

NP PP

above

a circle

NP
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Does the blue cylinder have the same material as the 
big block on the right side of the red metallic thing?

64[Johnson et al. 17]

Experimental evaluation
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What is in the sheep’s ear?

65[Agrawal et al. 15]

Experimental evaluation



Experimental evaluation [ARDK16a, HARDS17]
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50

75

100

83.7

NMN
NMN 

[JH+17]

66[Agrawal et al. 15, Johnson et al. 17, Fukui et al. 16]

50

60

70

62.5 64.7 64.9

CNN + 
RNN MCB NMN

How many other  
things are the same  
size as the cylinder?

What color is she 
wearing?

CNN + 
RNN

96.9
68.5
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Does the blue cylinder have the same 
material as the big block on the right side 
of the red metallic thing?

blue	cylinder

right	side

same	material

red	metallic

big	block

yes

Experimental evaluation [ARDK16a, HARDS17]
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What is behind the foot  
of the bed?

68

.what.

bed

behind

desk

Experimental evaluation [ARDK16a, HARDS17]
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NMNs and strong generalization [ARDK16a]

Is there anything left of a circle? 
Is there anything above a circle?

Is there anything above and left  
of a circle?

TRAIN

TEST
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Is there anything left of a circle? 
Is there anything above a circle?

Is there anything above and left  
of a circle?

TRAIN

TEST

50

63

75

88

100

76.5

90.6

NMNCNN + RNN

NMNs and strong generalization [ARDK16a]



NMNS for other tasks

Is Key Largo  
an island?

name type coastal island

Columbia city no no

Cooper river yes no

Charleston city yes no

There is exactly one 
black triangle not 

touching any edge.

[A, Rohrbach, Darrell, Klein; 16a]

[Suhr, Lewis, Artzi; 17]

ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction
expression=“a bear lying to the right of

another bear”

expression=“man in sunglasses walking

towards two talking men”

expression=“a picnic table that has a bottle of

water sitting on it”

correct correct correct
expression=“woman in a cream colored

wedding dress cutting cake”

expression=“a man going before a lady

carrying a cellphone”

expression=“pizza slice not eaten”

correct correct incorrect
expression=“a full grown brown bear near a

young bear”

expression=“black dog standing on all four

legs”

expression=“chair being sat in by a man”

correct incorrect correct
Figure 5. Examples of referential expressions in the Google-Ref dataset. The left column shows the ground-truth region and the right
column shows the grounded subject region (our prediction) in solid box and the grounded object region in dashed box. A prediction is
labeled as correct if the predicted subject region matches the ground-truth region.

ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction
question=“Which wine glass is in the man’s

hand?”

question=“Which person is wearing a helmet?” question=“Which mouse is on a pad by

computer?”

correct correct correct
question=“Which head is that of an adult

giraffe?”

question=“Which pants belong to the man

closest to the train?”

question=“Which white pillow is leftmost on

the bed?”

correct correct correct
question=“Which red shape is on a large white

sign?”

question=“Which is not a pair of a living

canine?”

question=“Which hand can be seen from under

the umbrella?”

correct incorrect correct
Figure 6. Example pointing questions in the Visual-7W dataset. The left column shows the 4 multiple choices (ground-truth answer in
yellow) and the right column shows the grounded subject region (predicted answer) in solid box and the grounded object region in dashed
box. A prediction is labeled as correct if the predicted subject region matches the ground-truth region.

man in sunglasses 
walking towards  

two men

[Hu, Rohrbach, A, Darrell, Saenko; 17]

[Cirik, Berg-Kirkpatrick, Morency; 18]

71

[Yu, Lin, Shen, Yang, Lu, Bansal, Berg; 18]
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Lessons

yes↦
↦

red above

circle

exists

and

Linguistic structure lets us 
learn composable neural 
modules from weak supervision.

These modules allow us to  
more accurately interpret 
new statements, questions and 
references.



A, Klein & Levine. Modular Multitask Reinforcement Learning […]. ICML 17.

 REASONING 
LANGUAGE & LEARNING 
 BELIEF



Learning classifiers

74

Is there a red shape above a circle? What color is the shape right of a circle?

yes blue

red above

circle

exists

and
color

right

circle



Learning behaviors
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Make planks:  
get wood, then use a saw.

Make sticks:  
get wood, then use an axe.

use	saw use	axeget	wood get	wood



Learning from intermediate rewards
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r r

[Kearns	&	Singh	02,	Kulkarni	et	al.	16]



Learning from demonstrations

77[Stolle	&	Precup	02,	Fox	&	Krishnan	et	al.	16]



Learning from intermediate rewards

78[e.g.	SacerdoE	75,	Hauskrecht	et	al.	98]

	+has(wood) 	-has(wood) 
	+has(plank)	
	+at(saw)



Learning from sketches
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Ï

use	sawget	wood



Learning from sketches
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Make planks: use	sawget	wood



Learning from sketches
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Make sticks: get	wood use	axe



Learning from sketches
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π1 π2

π1 π3

use	sawget	wood

get	wood use	axe

STOP

STOP

STOP



Experiments: crafting game
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Experiments: crafting game
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Experiments: crafting game

85x 106 episodes
1 2 30

Reward
Unsupervised

Sketches / Modular

Instruction following



Experiments: crafting game

86x 106 episodes
1 2 30

Reward
Unsupervised

Sketches / Modular

Instruction following



Experiments: locomotion
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Experiments: locomotion

88x 108 timesteps
1 2 30

log Reward

Unsupervised

Sketches / Modular

Instruction following



Fast adaptation
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What if I don’t get a sketch at test time?

???



Fast adaptation
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What if I don’t get a sketch at test time?



Fast adaptation
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get	iron use	axe

What if I don’t get a sketch at test time?



Fast adaptation
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use	sawget	iron

What if I don’t get a sketch at test time?



Fast adaptation
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0

25

50

75

100

76

42
1 

Ordinary RL

What if I don’t get a sketch at test time?

Avg. Reward

Unsup. / 
Modular

Sketches /  
Modular
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Lessons

We can also learn modular 
behaviors from ungrounded 
“sketches” of abstract plans.

We can use these modules to 
help reinforcement learning even 
when sketches are not available.

use	axe

use	saw

get	wood

use	axe

get	iron



Beyond “tasks”
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ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction
expression=“a bear lying to the right of

another bear”

expression=“man in sunglasses walking

towards two talking men”

expression=“a picnic table that has a bottle of

water sitting on it”

correct correct correct
expression=“woman in a cream colored

wedding dress cutting cake”

expression=“a man going before a lady

carrying a cellphone”

expression=“pizza slice not eaten”

correct correct incorrect
expression=“a full grown brown bear near a

young bear”

expression=“black dog standing on all four

legs”

expression=“chair being sat in by a man”

correct incorrect correct
Figure 5. Examples of referential expressions in the Google-Ref dataset. The left column shows the ground-truth region and the right
column shows the grounded subject region (our prediction) in solid box and the grounded object region in dashed box. A prediction is
labeled as correct if the predicted subject region matches the ground-truth region.

ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction
question=“Which wine glass is in the man’s

hand?”

question=“Which person is wearing a helmet?” question=“Which mouse is on a pad by

computer?”

correct correct correct
question=“Which head is that of an adult

giraffe?”

question=“Which pants belong to the man

closest to the train?”

question=“Which white pillow is leftmost on

the bed?”

correct correct correct
question=“Which red shape is on a large white

sign?”

question=“Which is not a pair of a living

canine?”

question=“Which hand can be seen from under

the umbrella?”

correct incorrect correct
Figure 6. Example pointing questions in the Visual-7W dataset. The left column shows the 4 multiple choices (ground-truth answer in
yellow) and the right column shows the grounded subject region (predicted answer) in solid box and the grounded object region in dashed
box. A prediction is labeled as correct if the predicted subject region matches the ground-truth region.

Man in glasses  
near two men.

LOCALIZATION Q&A POLICY SEARCH

How many 
men?

go near the 
corner



Toward a model of everything
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ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction
expression=“a bear lying to the right of

another bear”

expression=“man in sunglasses walking

towards two talking men”

expression=“a picnic table that has a bottle of

water sitting on it”

correct correct correct
expression=“woman in a cream colored

wedding dress cutting cake”

expression=“a man going before a lady

carrying a cellphone”

expression=“pizza slice not eaten”

correct correct incorrect
expression=“a full grown brown bear near a

young bear”

expression=“black dog standing on all four

legs”

expression=“chair being sat in by a man”

correct incorrect correct
Figure 5. Examples of referential expressions in the Google-Ref dataset. The left column shows the ground-truth region and the right
column shows the grounded subject region (our prediction) in solid box and the grounded object region in dashed box. A prediction is
labeled as correct if the predicted subject region matches the ground-truth region.

ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction ground-truth our prediction
question=“Which wine glass is in the man’s

hand?”

question=“Which person is wearing a helmet?” question=“Which mouse is on a pad by

computer?”

correct correct correct
question=“Which head is that of an adult

giraffe?”

question=“Which pants belong to the man

closest to the train?”

question=“Which white pillow is leftmost on

the bed?”

correct correct correct
question=“Which red shape is on a large white

sign?”

question=“Which is not a pair of a living

canine?”

question=“Which hand can be seen from under

the umbrella?”

correct incorrect correct
Figure 6. Example pointing questions in the Visual-7W dataset. The left column shows the 4 multiple choices (ground-truth answer in
yellow) and the right column shows the grounded subject region (predicted answer) in solid box and the grounded object region in dashed
box. A prediction is labeled as correct if the predicted subject region matches the ground-truth region.

Man in glasses  
near two men.

LANGUAGE LEARNING

How many 
men?

go near the 
corner



A & Klein. Reasoning about Pragmatics with Neural Listeners and Speakers. EMNLP 16. 
A, Drăgan & Klein. Translating Neuralese. ACL 17. 
A & Klein. Analogs of Linguistic Structure in Deep Representations. EMNLP 17. 
Fried, A & Klein. Unified Pragmatic Models for Generating and Following […]. (in sub.)

 REASONING 
 LEARNING 
LANGUAGE & BELIEF



Interpreting language

98

What kind of 
bird is this?

What are you 
going to do?



Generating “language”
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orioleWhat kind of 
bird is this?

What are you 
going to do? [GO	NORTH,	GO	WEST]



Generating “language”
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What kind of 
bird is this?

What are you 
going to do? [GO	NORTH,	GO	WEST]

???



Generating informative language
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What kind of 
bird is this?

What are you 
going to do?

Reach the end of the  
blue path.

large bird, black wings



Explaining behaviors
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our framework through experiments with human instruction
followers.

1) Data Augmentation: The SAIL dataset is significantly
smaller than those typically used to train neural sequence-
to-sequence models. In order to overcome this scarcity, we
augmented the original dataset using a set of rules. In
particular, for each command-instruction (c(i),⇤(i)) pair in
the original dataset we generate a number of new demon-
strations iterating over the set of possible values for each
attribute in the command and updating the relative in-
struction accordingly. For example, given the original pair
(Turn(direction=Left), “turn left”), we augment the dataset
with 2 new pairs, namely (Turn(direction=Right), “turn
right”) and (Turn(direction=Back), “turn back”). Our aug-
mented dataset consists of about 750k and 190k demonstra-
tions for training and validation, respectively.

B. Implementation Details

We implemented and tested the proposed model using
the following values for the system parameters: kc = 100,
Pt = 0.99, ke = 128, and Lt = 95.0. The encoder-aligner-
decoder consisted of 2 layers for the encoder and decoder
with 128 LSTM units per layer. The language model similarly
included a 2-layer recurrent neural network with 128 LSTM
units per layer. The size of the CAS and natural (English)
language vocabularies was 88 and 435, respectively, based
upon the SAIL dataset. All parameters were chosen based on
the performance on the validation set. We train our model
using Adam [30] for optimization. At test time, we perform
approximate inference using a beam width of two. Our method
requires an average of 33 s (16 s without beam search) to
generate instructions for a path consisting of 9 movements
when run on a laptop with a 2.0GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM.
As with other neural models, performance would improve
significantly using a GPU.

C. Automatic Evaluation

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the
SAIL dataset for the purposes of generating route instructions.
Consequently, we evaluate our method by comparing our
generated instructions with a reference set of human-generated
commands from the SAIL dataset using the BLEU score (a
4-gram matching-based precision) [45]. For this purpose, for
each command-instruction pair (c(i),⇤(i)) in the validation
set, we first feed the command c(i), into our model to obtain
the generated instruction ⇤⇤, and secondly use ⇤(i), and ⇤⇤

respectively as the reference and hypothesis for computing
the 4-gram BLEU score. We consider both the average of the
BLEU scores at the individual sentence level (macro-average
precision) as well as at the full-corpus level (micro-average
precision).

D. Human Evaluation

The use of BLEU score indicates the similarity between
instructions generated via our method and those produced
by humans, but it does not provide a complete measure

Fig. 4. Participants’ field of view in the virtual world used for the human
navigation experiments.

of the quality of the instructions (e.g., instructions that are
correct but different in prose will receive a low BLEU score).
In an effort to further evaluate the accuracy and usability
of our method, we conducted a set of human evaluation
experiments in which we asked 42 novice participants on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (21 females and 21 males, ages
18–64, all native English speakers) to follow natural language
route instructions, randomly chosen from two equal-sized sets
of instructions generated by our method and by humans for 50
distinct paths of various lengths. The paths and corresponding
human-generated instructions were randomly sampled from
the SAIL test set. Given a route instruction, human participants
were asked to navigate to the best of their ability using their
keyboard within a first-person, three-dimensional virtual world
representative of the three environments from the SAIL corpus.
Fig. 4 provides an example of the participants’ field of view
while following route instructions. After attempting to follow
each instruction, each participant was given a survey composed
of eight questions, three requesting demographic information
and five requesting feedback on their experience and the
quality of the instructions that they followed. We collected data
for a total of 441 experiments (227 using human annotated
instructions and 214 using machine generated instructions).
The system randomly assigned the experiments to discourage
the participants from learning the environments or becoming
familiar with the style of a particular instructor. No participants
experienced the same scenario with both human annotated and
machine generated instructions. Appendix B provides further
details regarding the experimental procedure.

VI. RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of our architecture by scoring
the generated instructions using the 4-gram BLEU score com-
monly used as an automatic evaluation mechanism for machine
translation. Comparing to the human-generated instructions,
our method achieves sentence- and corpus-level BLEU scores
of 74.67% and 60.10%, respectively, on the validation set.
On the test set, the method achieves sentence- and corpus
level BLEU scores of 72.18% and 45.39%, respectively. Fig. 1

[MacMahon et al. 06, Daniele et al. 17]



Explaining behaviors
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Image captioning
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A group of young men 
playing a game of soccer.

12

A female tennis player in action on
the court.

A group of young men playing a
game of soccer

A man riding a wave on top of a
surfboard.

A baseball game in progress with the
batter up to plate.

A brown bear standing on top of a
lush green field.

A person holding a cell phone in
their hand.

A close up of a person brushing his
teeth.

A woman laying on a bed in a bed-
room.

A black and white cat is sitting on a
chair.

A large clock mounted to the side of
a building.

A bunch of fruit that are sitting on a
table.

A toothbrush holder sitting on top of
a white sink.

Fig. 6. Image description: images with corresponding captions generated by our finetuned LRCN model. These are images 1-12 of our randomly
chosen validation set from COCO 2014 [33]. We used beam search with a beam size of 5 to generate the sentences, and display the top (highest
likelihood) result above.

[Donahue et al. 15]



Image captioning
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I will make a turn.



Reasoning about outcomes
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I will make a turn.



Reasoning about outcomes
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Speaker

Listener

I will make a turn.



Reasoning about outcomes
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Listener

I will make a turn.



Reasoning about outcomes
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Listener

I will go straight through.



Reasoning about outcomes
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Listener

I will turn left at the brick 
intersection.



Reasoning about outcomes
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Listener

Speaker

I will turn left at the brick 
intersection.



Reasoning about belief

112[Frank & Goodman 12]

I will turn left at the brick 
intersection.



Experimental results [FAK18]
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seq-to-seq

Belief

0

25

50

75

100

Navigation Alchemy Scene Tangrams

Human accuracy at predicting behavior



Experimental results [FAK18]
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0

25

50

75

100

Navigation Alchemy Scene Tangrams

Human

seq-to-seq

Belief

Human accuracy at predicting behavior
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Explaining models
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Multi-agent communication

117



Neuralese
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	1.0		2.3	
-0.3		0.4	
-1.2		1.1



Communication and behavior
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Translating neuralese
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	1.0		2.3	
-0.3		0.4	
-1.2		1.1

all clear



Translating via belief
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	1.0		2.3	
-0.3		0.4	
-1.2		1.1



Translating via belief
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	1.0		2.3	
-0.3		0.4	
-1.2		1.1

in the 
intersection



Translating via belief
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	1.0		2.3	
-0.3		0.4	
-1.2		1.1

I’m going 
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(a)

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 1.00
0.50 random
0.70 direct
0.73 belief (ours)

H*
0.50

0.830.72
0.86

(b)

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 0.95
0.50 random
0.55 direct
0.60 belief (ours)

H*
0.5

0.710.57
0.75

Table 1: Evaluation results for reference games. (a) The colors
task. (b) The birds task. Whether the model human is in a
listener or speaker role, translation based on belief matching
outperforms both random and machine translation baselines.

R / R H / H R / H

1.93 / 0.71 — / 0.77
1.35 / 0.64
1.49 / 0.67
1.54 / 0.67

Table 2: Behavior evaluation results for the driving game.
Scores are presented in the form “reward / completion rate”.
While less accurate than either humans or CDPs with a shared
language, the models that employ a translation layer obtain
higher reward and a greater overall success rate than baselines.

Reference games Results for the two reference
games are shown in Table 1. The end-to-end trained
model achieves nearly perfect accuracy in both
cases, while a model trained to communicate in
natural language achieves somewhat lower perfor-
mance. Regardless of whether the speaker is a CDP
and the listener a model human or vice-versa, trans-
lation based on the belief-matching criterion in Sec-
tion 5 achieves the best performance; indeed, when
translating from neuralese to natural language, the
listener is able to achieve a higher score than it is
natively. This suggests that the automated agent
has discovered a more effective strategy than the
one demonstrated by humans in the dataset, and
that the effectiveness of this strategy is preserved
by translation. Example translations from the refer-
ence games are depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 7.

magenta,   hot,   rose,   violet,   purple

magenta,   hot,   violet,   rose,   purple

olive,   puke,   pea,   grey,   brown

pinkish,   grey,   dull,   pale,   light

Figure 7: Best-scoring translations generated for color task.

as speaker
R H

as
lis

te
ne

r R 0.85
0.50 random
0.45 direct
0.61 belief (ours)

H*
0.5

0.770.45
0.57

Table 3: Belief evaluation results for the driving game. Driving
states are challenging to identify based on messages alone (as
evidenced by the comparatively low scores obtained by single-
language pairs) . Translation based on belief achieves the best
overall performance in both directions.

Driving game Behavior evaluation of the driving
game is shown in Table 2, and belief evaluation is
shown in Table 3. Translation of messages in the
driving game is considerably more challenging than
in the reference games, and scores are uniformly
lower; however, a clear benefit from the belief-
matching model is still visible. Belief matching
leads to higher scores on the belief evaluation in
both directions, and allows agents to obtain a higher
reward on average (though task completion rates
remain roughly the same across all agents).

Some example translations of driving game mes-
sages are shown in Figure 8.

9 Conclusion

We have investigated the problem of interpreting
message vectors from communicating deep policies
by translating them. After introducing a translation
criterion based on matching listener beliefs about
speaker states, we presented both theoretical and
empirical evidence that this criterion outperforms
a more conventional machine translation approach
at both recovering the content of message vectors
and facilitating collaboration between neuralese
and natural language speakers.

at goal,   done,   left to top

going in intersection,   proceed,   going

you first,   following,   going down

Figure 8: Best-scoring translations generated for driving task.
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going in intersection,   proceed,   going
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Figure 8: Best-scoring translations generated for driving task.

at goal 
done 
left to top

you first 
following 
going down

going in intersection 
proceed 
going
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large bird, 

black wings



Translation games [ADK17]
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PROPOSITION: For agents cooperating via an approximately belief-

preserving translation layer, we can bound loss relative to agents 
with a common language.



Translation games [ADK17]
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50

75

Neuralese → English* English → Neuralese

seq-to-seq

Belief

57
55

75

60

50

PROPOSITION: For agents cooperating via an approximately belief-

preserving translation layer, we can bound loss relative to agents 
with a common language.
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Explaining classifiers

0

Learned classifier

0

Interpreted language

blue and orange squares

square

and

blue orange

or



Learning compositional operators
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0.1 -0.3  0.5

1.4 -0.3 -0.5

not

???

not

=



Learning negation [AK17]
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�5

�4

�3

�2

�1

0

1

2

3
all the toys that

are not red

every thing that is red

only the blue and
green objects

all items that are
not blue or green

Input

Predicted

True



Lessons
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Language lets us find interpretable 
compositional operators in black-
box deep models.λx.f(x) λx.¬f(x)

not

Explicitly modeling listener beliefs 
helps us build informative models 
for language generation.



Safe exploration
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I will sprint 300 
meters forward.

I will wiggle my 
front left leg.



Demonstrating competence
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Defuse the bomb.

I will cut open the 
box and snip the 
blue wire while 
avoiding the red 
one.
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Explaining limitations

All western 
tanagers have 
yellow heads.

I can’t tell the 
difference between 
ravens and crows.

1

0
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red above

circle

exists

and
The structure of language helps us 
design models that reflect the 
compositional structure of the world.

These models provide more accurate 
and interpretable learning for 
language processing and more.
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Bonus parse tree [AK14, SAK17]

  She         enjoys      playing      tennis

S

NP VP



Learning with latent language [AKL18:arxiv]

0.0

0.9

0.8

true
true

true

true

evaluation

there is a  
green square

a gray square is 
above a square

a red cross is 
below a square

0.2

a red cross is 
below a square

C Examples: ShapeWorld

(Examples in this and the following appendix were not cherry-picked.)

Positive examples:

True description:
a red ellipse is to the right of an ellipse

Inferred description:
a red shape is to the right of a red semicircle

Input: True label:
true

Pred. label:
true

a shape is below a white ellipse

a white shape is to the left of a yellow ellipse

false

true

a magenta triangle is to the left of a magenta pentagon

a magenta triangle is to the left of a pentagon

true

true

a green pentagon is to the right of a yellow shape

a green shape is to the right of a red semicircle

false

false

a red circle is above a magenta semicircle

a green triangle is above a red circle

false

true

a white ellipse is to the left of a green cross

a green cross is to the right of a white ellipse

true

true

concept 
learning

language 
learning

truethere is a pink 
pentagon


